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0. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a study of bidirectional verbs in Eastern Bontoc.' Bidirectional 
verbs are those for which an object may move away from or towards the Agent. For 
example, the Eastern Bontoc verb lako can mean either 'sell' or 'buy', depending on 
whether the object moves away from ('sell') or towards ('buy') the Agent.' In the 
same way, furud can mean 'lend' or 'borrow', and lakwin 'bequeath' or 'inherit'. 
Affixes on these verbs indicate the direction in which the object moves. 

1. LOCALIST CASE GRAMMAR 

In this study, bidirectional verbs are analyzed using a restricted model of 
localist case grammar developed by DeLancey (1991), based on earlier proposals by 
Anderson (1 97 l), Diehl (1 9 7 9 ,  Gruber (1 976), and Jackendoff (1990). This model 
assumes that every clause expresses a locative relation between a Theme and a Loc. 
This relation can be literal, in which case the Loc is a physical site, or metaphorical, 
in which case the Loc is a state. States and events are represented as the cognitive 
state and event schemas in (1). 

(1) Theme AT Loc 
Theme GOT0 Loc 
Agent CAUSE Theme GOT0 Loc 

These cognitive schemas have three core semantic roles: Agent (AG), 
Theme (TH), and Loc (LOC). The semantic roles are defined in terms of these 
schemas: a Loc is a physical site or a state; a Theme is an element that changes 

' Eastern Bontoc is a member of the Central Cordilleran subgroup of Northern Philippine languages 
and is most closely related to Balangao and Kankanaey. As of 1983, there are approximately 8,000 
speakers of the language. About sixty percent of these have left their home area for other towns and cities, 
or are working overseas. 

The data for this paper were gathered between 1983 and 1995, while the author and her colleagues 
were living in the villages of Kadaclan and Barlig, under the auspices of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics. The data include elicited sentences and paradigms, and a 7,000-entry dictionary. 
Acknowledgment is due to Mrs. Evelyn Areola and all those in Barlig and Kadaclan who contributed to 
the gathering and checking of the data. Acknowledgment is also due to Dr. Sherri Brainard for her 
comments on an earlier version of the paper. 

' All Eastern Bontoc words are given in the following orthography: p [p], b [b], f [ f ] , j  [f j], r [t], 

d [dl, ch [a], k [kl, ki [kjl, g [gl, m [ml, n [nl, ng [DI, s [sl, h [XI, 1 PI. r [rl, JV [ w l , ~  [j l ,  i 111, e [el, 
a [a], u [u], and o [o]. (See Fukuda (1983) for a brief discussion of Eastern Bontoc phonology.) Glottal 
stop is represented as a hyphen when it occurs contiguous to a consonant. It is not represented when it 
occurs word-initially or between vowels. Geminate consonants are represented as a sequence of two 
identical consonants. 
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location or state; and an Agent is the cause of this change. These semantic roles are 
taken to be universals. 

Localist case grammar assumes that Theme and Loc are lexically required 
by every verb; some verbs also require an Agent. Other semantic roles, such as 
Instrument, Benefactive, and Source, are treated as semantic roles of nonnuclear 
clauses which have been integrated into the nuclear clause. (In Philippine languages, 
these nonnuclear clauses are not usually present in the sentence.) Thus, Instruments 
and Associatives are Nonnuclear Themes (NTH); Benefactives are Nonnuclear Locs 
(NLOC). Sources can be either Nonnuclear Agents or Nonnuclear Locs, depending 
on the verb.' 

Within the localist model, it is assumed that each NP will normally have 
only one semantic role; however, a NP can have two semantic roles if one of them is 
an Agent. Semantic roles can be covert NPs; they can also be lexicalized into the 
verb. In either case, the roles will not occur in the clause as overt NPs. 

2. BIDIRECTIONAL VERBS 

For this study, six bidirectional verbs were analyzed: lako 'sellhuy', suru 
'teachllearn', furud 'lend/borrow', utang 'lendhorrow' (for money), lakwin 
'bequeathlinherit', and kaub 'burytdig up'.' All of these verbs are lexically specified 
for a Theme, a Loc, and an Agent. For meanings such as 'sell', 'lend', and 
'bequeath', the Theme moves away from the Agent, and the basic cognitive event 
schema is: Agent CAUSE Theme GOT0 Loc. For counterpart meanings such as 
'buy', 'borrow', and 'inherit', the Theme moves towards the Agent, and the recipient 
of the Theme is both Agent and Loc. 

Table 1 lists each verb affix that occurs with these verbs, the semantic role 
cross-referenced by the affix, and the number of verbs the affix occurs with when it 
cross-references the semantic role. The affix that cross-references a particular 
semantic role for the greatest number of verbs is assumed to identify the semantic 
role that is the unmarked, or most common, choice for being cross-referenced by a 
verb affix on bidirectional verbs in intransitive or transitive clauses. 

The counts employed in table 1 are most revealing when applied to 
semantic verb classes having many members. Since Eastern Bontoc has only six 
known bidirectional verbs, the counts are of limited value; however, they offer a 
starting point for identifying empirically the unmarked choice of affix and semantic 
role that the affix cross-references for intransitive and transitive forms of 
bidirectional verbs. 

' Recipients are assumed to be human Locs. 
' This includes all of the bidirectional verbs in Eastern Bontoc identified to date 
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Bidirectional Verbs in Eastern Bontoc 

Table 1. Affixes Occurring with Bidirectional Verbs 

Intransitive Clause 

-urn- AG&LOC 
mun- AG&LOC 
mun- AG 
mun-i- AG 
unpa- AG 

Transitive Clause 

i- TH 3 
ipa- TH 3 
-un TH 3 
-an TH 2 
pa--un LOC 2 
pa--an LOC 2 
i--an LOC 1 
i--an NLOC (BENEF) 2 

I Table 1 shows that -urn- occurs with the greatest number of bidirectional 
verbs in intransitive clauses (three of six), while i-, ipa-, and -un all occur with three 
of the six bidirectional verbs in transitive  clause^.^ 

In intransitive clauses, -urn- cross-references a NP that is both an Agent and 
a Loc, and the oblique Theme moves towards the Agent&Loc, as in (2)." 

(2) Lumako hi Tom as payong para kan Joy, 
lako=-urn- hi Tom as payong para kan Joy 
buy =IMPFT/AG&LOC ABS Tom OBL umbrella for OBL Joy 

'Tom will buy the umbrella for Joy.'' 

The affixes mun- or mun-i- cross-reference a NP that is only an Agent; i.e. the Agent 
and the Loc are separate elements, and the Theme moves away from the Agent, as in 
(3). 

It is notable that several of the affixes in table 1 include the morpheme, pa-. This morpheme 
performs a range of functions in Philippine languages: it can signal that an Agent has been added to the 
cognitive event schema; it can hnction as a derivational morpheme for word formation; and it can signal a 
semantic notion of motion. For bidirectional verbs in Eastern Bontoc, pa- appears to signal a notion of 
motion. See Law in this volume for a discussion ofpa- as an indicator of motion in Romblomanon. 

"Nominal markers preceding common nouns in Eastern Bontoc distinguish between terms (TRM), 
i.e. syntactically required NPs, and obliques (OBL). Those markers preceding personal names function as 
case markers in that they distinguish between the two syntactically required NPs of a transitive clause. As 
case markers, they display an ergativelabsolutive pattern. Personal pronouns are also marked for case and 
follow an ergative pattern. 

' In Eastern Bontoc, oblique Themes can be either definite or indefinite, depending on the context. 
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(3) Munlako hi Tom as payong kan Joy. 
mun- =lako hi Tom as payong kan JOY 

IMPFT/AG=se 1 l ABS Tom OBL umbrella OBL Joy 

'Tom will sell the umbrella to Joy.' 

In transitive clauses, i- (or its allomorph e-) normally cross-references a 
Theme that moves away from the Agent towards a separate Loc, as in (4). We will 
see shortly, however, that i- does not always correspond with this direction. 

(4) Elakon Tom nun payong kan Joy. 
i- =lako =-n Tom nan payong kan Joy 
IMPFT/TH=sell =LK Tom TRM umbrella OBL Joy 

'Tom will sell the umbrella to Joy.' 

In contrast with i-, -an and -un normally cross-reference a Theme that 
moves towards the Agent, as in (5). 

(5) Lakwan Tom nun payong para kan Joy. 
lako=-an Tom nun pqong  para kan Joy 
buy =IMPFT/TH Tom TRM umbrella for OBL Joy 

'Tom will buy the umbrella for Joy.' 

The oblique Nonnuclear Loc (Benefactive) in (5) can be promoted to direct 
object. In (6), the promoted Nonnuclear Loc is cross-referenced on the verb by e--an 
(an allomorph of i--an). 

(6) Elakwan Tom hi Joy as payong. 
lako=i--an Tom hi Joy as payong 
buy =IMPFT/LOC Tom ABS Joy OBL umbrella 

'Tom will buy Joy the umbrella.' 

For suru 'teachllearn', mun-i- and mun- signal changes in the direction of 
the Theme in an intransitive clause. In (7), mun-i- cross-references an Agent that is 
the teacher, and the Theme, the song, moves away from the Agent metaphorically to 
the student, the Loc, who learns it. 

(7) Mun-isuru hi Tom as kanta kan Joy. 
mun-i- =sum hi Tom as kanta kan Joy 
IMPFTIAG =teach ABS Tom OBL song OBL Joy 

'Tom will teach the song to Joy.' 
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Bidirectional Verbs in Eastern Bontoc 2 1 

In (8), mun- cross-references Joy who is both an Agent and a Loc: she is an 
Agent in that she learns the song; she is a Loc in that she learns the song from Tom.X 

(8) Munsuru hi Joy as kanta kan Tom. 
mun- =suru hi Joy as kanta kan Tom 
IMPFTlAG&LOC =learn ABS Joy OBL song OBL Tom 

'Joy will learn the song from Tom.' 

Notice that when mun- occurs on suru 'teachllearn' in (8), the Theme 
moves towards the Agent, but when mun- occurs on lako 'selllbuy' in (3), the Theme 
moves away from the Agent. This provides evidence that verb affixes and direction 
of movement of the Theme do not have a one-to-one correspondence. That is, a 
given affix does not always indicate the same direction of movement for the Theme. 

When the Theme in (7) and (8) is cross-referenced on the same verb in a 
transitive clause, i- indicates that the Theme moves away from the Agent (9), and -un 
that it moves towards the Agent (1 0). 

(9) Isurun Tom nun kanta kan Joy. 
i- =sum =-n Tom nun kanta kan Joy 
IMPFTITH =teach=LK Tom TRM song OBL Joy 

'Tom will teach the song to Joy.' 
I 
I (10) Suruwun Joy nun kanta kan Tom. 

S U ~ U  =-un Joy nun kanta kan Tom 
learn =IMPFT/TH Joy TRM song OBL Tom 

'Joy will learn the song from Tom.' 

In ( l l ) ,  the oblique Loc in (9) is promoted to direct object and cross- 
referenced by i--an.' 

(1 1) Isuruwan Tom hi Joy as kanta. 
suru =i--an Tom hi Joy as kanta 
teach=IMPFT/LOC Tom ABS Joy OBL song 

'Tom will teach Joy the song.' 

Notice again that when i--an occurs on suru 'teachllearn' in (1 1), the Theme 
moves away from the Agent; however, when it occurs on lako 'selllbuy' in (6), the 

If 'learn' is categorized as a cognitive verb, Joy is also a Loc on the basis that in localist case 
grammar, a cognizer is construed as a Loc and the information that is mentally processed by the cognizer 
is construed as a Theme, in this case the song. 

' One might wonder if 'Tom', the Nonnuclear Loc (Source), in (10) could also be promoted to 
direct object, and if so, which affix it would take; however, Eastern Bontoc speakers verify that this 
argument cannot be promoted. 
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Theme moves towards the Agent. This supports the claim that verb affixes and 
direction of movement of the Theme do not have a one-to-one correspondence. 

The verbs furud 'lendlborrow', utang 'lend/borrowY (for money), and 
lakwin 'bequeathlinherit' take other pairs of affixes to signal changes in the direction 
of the Theme. For furud in (12)-(14), the Theme moves away from the Agent and 
the verb means 'lend'. In the intransitive clause in (12), unpa- cross-references the 
Agent. 

(1 2) Unpafurud hi Tom as payong kan Joy, 
unpa- =furud hi Tom as payong kan Joy 
IMPFTIAG =lend ABS Tom OBL umbrella OBL Joy 

'Tom will lend the umbrella to Joy.' 

In the transitive clause in (13), epa- (an allomorph of ipa-) cross-references the 
Theme. 

(1 3) Epafurud Tom nun payong kan Joy. 
ipa- =furud Tom nun payong kan Joy 
IMPFTITH =lend Tom TRM umbrella OBL Joy 

'Tom will lend the umbrella to Joy.' 

In (14), the oblique Loc is promoted to direct object and cross-referenced bypa--un. 

(14) Pafuruchun Tom hi Joy as payong. 
furud=pa--un Tom hi Joy as payong 
lend =IMPFT/LOC Tom ABS Joy OBL umbrella 

'Tom will lend Joy the umbrella.' 

In (15)-(17), the Theme moves towards the Agent, and furud means 
'borrow'. In the intransitive clause in (15), -um- cross-references the Agent&Loc. 

(15) Fumurud hi Tom as payong kan Joy. 
furud =-urn- hi Tom as payong kan Joy 
borrow =IMPFT/AG&LOC ABS Tom OBL umbrella OBL Joy 

'Tom will borrow the umbrella from Joy.' 

In the transitive clause in (1 6), -un cross-references the Theme. 

( 1 6) Furuchun Tom nun payong kan Joy. 
furud =-un Tom nun payong kan Joy 
borrow =IMPFT/TH Tom TRM umbrella OBL Joy 

'Tom will borrow the umbrella from Joy.' 
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In (17), the oblique Nonnuclear Loc (Benefactive) is promoted to direct object and is 
cross-referenced by i--an. 

(1 7) lfuruchan Tom hi Joy as payong. 
furud =i--an Tom hi Joy as payong 
borrow =IMPFTINLOC Tom ABS Joy OBL umbrella 

'Tom will borrow (for) Joy the umbrella.' 

The verb lakwin 'bequeathlinherit' provides further evidence that verb affix 
and direction of movement of the Theme do not have a one-to-one correspondence. 
When i- (or its allomorph e-) occurs on lako 'sell/buy' in (4 )  and suru 'teachllearn' 
in (9), it cross-references a Theme that moves away from the Agent. In contrast, 
when e- occurs on lakwin 'bequeathlinherit' in (la), it cross-references a Theme that 
moves towards the Agent, and signals the meaning 'inherit'. In (19), epa- cross- 
references a Theme that moves away from the Agent, and signals the meaning 
'bequeath'. 

( 1 8 )  Elakwin Tom nun payyiw ena nu. 
i- =lakwin Tom nun payyiw ena na 
IMPFTITH =inherit Tom TRM ricefield mother 3SGlGEN 

'Tom will inherit the ricefield of his mother.' 

1 ( 1 9) Epalakwin nun enan Tom nun payyiw 

ipa- =lakwin nun ena =-n Tom nun payyiw 
IMPFTITH =bequeath TRM mother =LK Tom TRM ricefield 

na kan hiya. 
na kan hiya 
3SGlGEN OBL 3SGlABS 

'The mother of Tom will bequeath her ricefields to him.' 

The final set of examples shows that the orientation between the Theme and 
Loc in bidirectional verbs is not always horizontal; for at least one verb, kaub 
'buryldig up', the orientation is vertical. In (20), mun-e- (an allomorph of mun-i-) 
cross-references the Agent in an intransitive clause and the Theme moves downward 
and away from the Agent. 

(20) Mun-ekaub hi Ingrid as fialetok asnan luta. 
mun-i- =kaub hi Ingrid as fialetok asnan luta 
IMPFTIAG =bury ABS Ingrid OBL gold OBL ground 

'Ingrid will bury the gold in the ground.' 

In (21), mun- cross-references the Agent&Loc in an intransitive clause and the 
Theme moves upward and towards the Agent&Loc. 

1998. Sherri Brainard, ed. Localist case grammar and Philippine verbs.
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(2 1 ) Mun-kaub hi Ingrid as fialetok asnan 
mun- =kaub hi Ingrid as fialetok asnan 
IMPFT/AG&LOC =dig.up ABS Ingrid OBL gold OBL 

luta. 
luta 
ground 

'Ingrid will dig up the gold from the ground.' 

In (22), i- cross-references the Theme in a transitive clause and the Theme moves 
downward and away from the Agent. 

(22) Ikaub Ingrid nan fialetok asnan luta. 
i- =kaub Ingrid nun fialetok asnan luta 
IMPFTITH =bury Ingrid TRM gold OBL ground 

'Ingrid will bury the gold in the ground.' 

Either -un (23) or -an (24) can cross-reference the Theme in a transitive clause, and 
the Theme moves upward towards the Agent."' 

(23) Kaufun Ingrid nun fialetok asnan luta. 
kaub =-un Ingrid nan fialetok asnan luta 
dig.up =IMPFTlTH Ingrid TRM gold OBL ground 

'Ingrid will dig up the gold from the ground.' 

(24) Kaufian Ingrid nan fialetok asnan luta. 
kaub =-an Ingrid nan fialetok asnan luta 
digup =IMPFT/TH Ingrid TRM gold OBL ground 

'Ingrid will dig up the gold from the ground.' 

3. CONCLUSION 

The findings for bidirectional verbs in Eastern Bontoc are summarized in 
table 2. 

"' At this time, it is not clear whether the alternation between -un and -an indicates a shift in 
meaning. What is clear is that the alternation does not signal a change in the semantic role of the cross- 
referenced argument; both afiixes cross-reference a Theme in (23) and (24). Nor does the alternation 
signal a change in the direction in which the Theme moves; the Theme moves towards the Agent in both 
examples. 
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Table 2. Summary of Bidirectional Verbs 

ERG ABS OBL OBL Nonnuclear 
Semantic Role 

-um- 

mun- 
mun- 
mun-i- 
unpa- 

AG&LOC TH NLOC Benefactivet 
Source 

AG&LOC TH NLOC Source 
AG TH LOC 
AG TH LOC 
AG TH LOC 

ipa- AG TH LOC 
i- AG TH LOC 
i- AG&LOC TH 
-un AG&LOC TH 
-an AG&LOC TH 

pa--un AG LOC TH 
pa--an AG LOC TH 
i--an AG LOC TH 
i--an AG&LOC NLOC TH Benefactive 

I 
I 

The basic event schema for bidirectional verbs is: Agent CAUSE Theme 
GOT0 Loc. For these verbs, the Theme can move in two directions: away from the 
Agent or towards the Agent. The orientation between the Theme and the Loc can be 
horizontal or, less commonly, vertical. A change in the verb affixes that cross- 
reference the same semantic role in a clause indicates a change in the direction in 
which the Theme moves. Although some affixes always signal the same direction of 
movement, others do not. Depending on the verb, mun-, i-, and i--an can signal either 
a Theme moving away from or towards the Agent. This shows that verb affixes and 
direction of movement of the Theme do not have a consistent one-to-one 
correspondence. 
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